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bent Counsel David ;e. Bella wrote a 

in on the subject of (.5;41:ad's possible 

This, he said, could have been Novemb 

19, when the papers announced it. 

The third paragraph discloses that the month-old Commission, by 

this early time in its "investigation", had determined to limit itself 

to only three shots having been fired. This is how Belin accounted for 

them: 

In LIcterLdanz the accuracy of Oswald, ve bare three major 

eseeclbiliticc: Or.vald %TM abooting it Connally and missed two of the 

..roc c:.otc, the two nines; a Lrilarm; T.muov Oswald use shooting 

at 'Loth ?;aw.:.,.ty cud Cour-n.111 and all three slots struck their 

latalad tarT;ein; ommia yes shooting only at Kennedy sad the ommind 

bullet eicued its Intancied tern at and hit ComaIly ins tool. 	[See p.492j 

In en effort to mice this legible, I have darkened the file copy. 

It reads: 

In determining the accuracy of Lswald, we have ,three major possi-

bilities: Oswald was shooting at Connally and missed two of the 

three shots, the two misses striking Kennedy; Oswald was shooting 

at both Kennedy end Connally and all three shots struck their in-

tended targets; Oswald was shootine only at Aennedy end the second 

bullet missed its intended tercet end hit Connally instead. 

Expediently, 3alin ignored the "missed" shot, of which everyone 

in government know, for spray from it caused James T. Tegue to bleed 

(WHITEWASH 150). It was immediately reported by the police. However he 

explained it, Belin had each shot hittine - none missing. He used up 

three shots without accounting for all the shooting. 

Of course, to the government Oswald was already the lone assassin. 

But with the second shot striking Connally alone, as this memo also has 

it, that was not possible. The only thing that later "changed" the 

['nets, apparent to the Commission at the very beginning, was its need to 

account for the "missed" shot without acknowledging en additional shot. 

To admit a fourth shot was the some as acknowledging an additional nesse-

els), which it would not do for that, in turn, was proof of a conspiracy 

to kill the President. 

Almost three months later, on April 22, the Commission was still 

satisfied that each of the three shots struck a man. It was still ig-

noring the "missed" shot. On that day Assistant Counsel Melvin A. Eisen-

bore drafted a "Memoranoum For The Record" on the "Conference of April 

21, 1964, to determine which frames of the eapruder movies show the im-

pact of the first and second bullets"."  Each of these shots "impacted". 

There never was any question of the "impact" of the third or fetal shot. 

This is unmistakable, unforgettably preserved in Frame 313. All par-

ticipants are not named. Those who ere include five doctors, three FBI 

agents, five Commission lawyers, including Rankin, the Connellys and 

Commissioner McCloy. 

Specter alone dissented from the conclusion that Connally's chest 

wound could not have been inflicted after Frame 236. 

By this time what was never proved was being assumed, that the 

-whole bullet had been "recovered from Connally's stretcher". Only one 

. doctor (a veterinarian) consiuersd it even remotely conceivable that this 

.. bullet could have caused the damage to Connally's wrist. To put it an-

other way, the "sinele-bullet" theory was eliminated while it was being 

dreamed up. 

This paragraph of the memorandum reads: 

In a discussion after the conference Drs. Light and Dolce ex-

pressed themselves as being very strongly of the opinion that Con-

nelly had been hit by two alfferent bullets, principally on the 

ground that the bullet recovered froin Connally's stretcher could 

not have broken his radius without having suffered more distortion. 

Dr. Olivier withheld a conclusion until he has lied the opportunity 

to make tests on animal tissue and bone with the actual rifle. 

The Commission's solution to this problem was simple and direct. 

`Sea pp. eolff s  55 
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Dr. Dolce, consultant to the Biophysics Division at Edge
wood Arsenal, wee 

not called as a witness. Thus, his "very strong" scient
ific opinion con-

trary to what the Commission was cooking up is not in th
e evidence. 

An earlier, similar conference for the identical purpose
 had been 

held April 14. Eisenberg also drafted the memorandum on
 that one, again 

underscoring "impact of the first end second bullets". 
This memo also 

is dated April 22." Present were all three autopsy surge
ons, Doctors 

Light and Olivier, five FBI and two Secret Service exper
ts and three Com-

mission lawyers, again including Specter, who noted the 
same dissent. 

Two days later, Eisenberg prepared a memorandum on "Dete
rmination 

of the Trajectories of the Three Shuts". It again accou
nts for all 

three shots without acknowledging whet was known, that o
ne had missed 

the motorcade entirely. He proposed whet actually was s
taged a month 

later, a Dallas reconstruction. His purpose was to loca
te the car at 

each of the three "Impacts". He also said that, instead
 of the "replica 

car" that was used (WHITE:1)15B 11,164
-8), "preferably, the actual car" 

should be used. 

His paragraph 4 repeats that all "three shots struck" t
he men. 

From the very beginning, as this memo also reflects, no 
considera-

tion was given to a shot from any other point or any sho
t that did not 

strike the President or the Governor. Not until it was 
obvious that the 

"missed" shot could no longer be ignored was any consid
eration given to 

it. When it had to be accounted for, the Commission gri
mly refused to 

admit more than three shots had been fired. Acknowleogi
ng a fourth con-

cedes a conspiracy. All the evidence is that no single 
man, not Oswald, 

not the best shots the Commission could gather, could ha
ve fired even 

these three shots. By misrepresenting its evidence, the
 Commission did 

get its false claim that Oswald could have fired these 
three shots be-

lieved. However, there was no possibility of achieving 
acceptab4lity 

for a "four-shot' theory. 

These Commission staff and Secret Service conclusions, 
that all 

three bullets hit the two men, ere amply supported by th
e investigations 

and conclusions by the FBI and the Secret Service. The 
very first Com-

mission file, No. 1, is the FBI summary re
port of December 9, 1963, made 

by order of the President (sea above; dHITEWASH 192-5)
. It says, "... 

three shots rang out. Two bullets struck President Kenn
edy, and one 

wounded Governor Connally". 

The FBI amplified this report with another on January 1
3, 1964 

(Commission File 107). If, as government defend
ers, including J. Edger 

Hoover, argue, the first report was written without bene
fit of the au-

topsy report (and there is no reason why it should have 
been), this can 

not be said of the second report, whose second paragraph
 contains ref-

erence to its findings. The FBI did not retract or with
draw what it 

said in the first report, that each of the three shots s
truck home. 

Until the official position changed, the FBI's represent
ation and 

reporting fact did not change. After the first shock wo
re off and it 

got to work, it prepared elaborate scale models of the e
ntire area, with 

care and infinite accuracy. It then prepared, with cust
omary FBI neat-

ness and trim plastic binding, a booklet of explanation. Th
is is File 

298. It is not, you may be certain, in the Report or pr
inted evidence, 

which carefully culled out all proofs of more tsar' two i
mpacting shots. 

Section 12 begins on page 14. It is headed, 
"'ghat was the Bimini 

pattern of the assassin's target'?"  It could not 
be more explicit than 

It is in the first words of each of the first foUr subdi
visions of this 

section: 

a. SHOT ONE  hit the target from a distance of 167 feet.
.. 

b. SHOT TWO  hit the target from a distance of 262 feet.
.. 

c. SHOP THREE  hit the target from a distance of 307 
feet, 

measured downward along a 15-degree angle from the hori
zontal., 

'See Se.503ff. 
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J. Edger Hoover, ultimate] 
"missed" bullet could not be assn,  
Welcome intelligence was postpone,  
August 12, 1964 - nine months aft,  
the tremendous printed Report was 
reader wonder if this is the vaun 

newspapers, magazines, cereal box,  
else accessible to the FBI's publ 
that unsurpassable FBI speed, per 

ficiency constantly touted, I quo 

"That is the FBI for you." 

Bitter-ending by the Della 

sion sent FBI Photographic Expert 
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average intelligence would have d,  
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from the original of two more frames, at precisely the point this sup-  . 

reseed Eisenber memo se s the ex erts e reed the President could have 

een struc 	I lave t e proo 	n my possess on 	must protect my 

source. 

The splice is more professional than that which eliminated the 

frames beginning at 207. It is so close to the horizontal edge of the 

frames and so neatly done that it long escaped detection. Once per-

ceived, it is quite obvious. 

This memorandum repeats twice in a single paragraph (e) that the 

so-called single ballot to which nil the non-fetal wounds were attributed 

in the Report, occordine to the consensus. "does not appear to have pene-

trated a wrist". It also slope of Governor Connolly's wounds the opposite 

of the foundation of the Report, that "It in not possible to say whether 

prior to 236 Governor Connally was ever in a position such that one bul-

let could have caused the five wounds he sustained" and that "the likeli-

hood of en instantaneous reaction is particularly 3reat in regard to a 

wrist wound ... since pain is usually felt more quickly in a limb than 

in the torso". 

The expectant reader will not find this most essential intelli-

gence in the Report, which, to the contrary, essumes without proof that 

The Governor wig struck by one bullet only, prior to Frame 224 and at or 

after 210; he wee also lined up with the President; this some bullet had 

also sone through the President's neck; end, contrary to the evidence, 

the President did not have e delayed reaction while the Governor did. 

This, of course, has nothing to do with the additional evidence 

that makes the single-bullet theory a scientific impossibility, some of 

it in this very same suppressed memo. 

Dr. F. .4. Light, Deputy Chief of the Biophysics Division of Edge-

wood Arsenal, is listed as a participant in both conferences. Dr. Joseph 

Dale, consultant to that division of the Arsenal, is listed as partici-

pains in the April 22 conference only. This memorandum seems like 

carefully expurgated version of the earlier one, some of the information 

in which it duplicates. It is half as long end, predictably, eliminates 

what we have Just quoted. 

However, it has this concluding paragraph: 

In a discussion after the conference Drs. Light and Dolce ex-

pressed themselves as being very strongly of the opinion that Con-

nelly had been hit by two diffeeent bullets, principally on the 

ground that the bullet recovered from Connally's stretcher could 

not have broken his radius without having suffered more distortion. 

Dr. Olivier withheld a conclusion until he has had the opportunity 

to make tests on animal tissue and bone with the actual rifle. 

It is en unusually naive reader who now will be startled to learn 

that Dr. Dole(' was not called as a witness before the Commission and 

that there was no duplication of the history attributed to the heroic 

'bullet of Specter's sags, hence nothing upon which Drs. Light and Olivier 

could base altered testimony. Dr. Dolce's name, in fact, is not men-

tioned a single time in all the volumes of testimony. 

Dr. Light testified May 13 (5894ff.). His testimony is fairly 

invoked in the Report: 

... testified that the anatomical findings were insufficient for him 

to formulate a firm opinion as to whether the same bullet did or did 

not pass through the President's neck first before inflicting all 

the wounds on Governor Connally (R109); 

and, 

• Based on the other circumstances, such as the relative positions in 

the automobile of the President and the Governor, Dr. Light concluded 

that it was probable that the same bullet traversed the President's 

neck and inflicted all the wounds on Governor Connally (R585). 

How Dr. Lisht knew "the relative positions" at the time of this 

alleged shot, when no one else does and when no one else knows when the 
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(c) In stony fromen up to 250, the Govarnor's wrist in held in a position which exp000d him to the type of wrist vounds ho actually received. 

(d) After vicuir^ the films and elicit?, tha Governor wca.of the opinion that he had been bit by franc 231. 

(u) The Covernor statca that after heirs hit, he 14:who.' to bin right, loK,%cd to his left and then turaga to his rig-ht. Ho fat the ITemidcnt right hale Leen hit by fronts 190. La hoard only two shots red fat cure that the chats ho heard were the first and third shags. lie is ponitivc that ho vas hit encr ho henrd the first shot, i.e., by tbo occond shot, and by that shot only. 

In a diccuceion after the confercnce 1.4.S. Licht gad Bolen expressed themeclves no beinG very stron:tly opinion that Connally had bten hit by two principally on the around thot the bullet resovcrsd froa Connolly'a stretcher cotad not hnva bra:en biz ra011.to without i. vie auf:crod mre distortion. Dr. Olivier withhold a conclusion until he has had the c?eartuniy to rgho icato on am:avil tizstie'elld bona with tho actual rifle. 
If the conference or April 14 was destructive of the case being fabricated against Oswald, the conference of April 21 was worse, as Eisenberg's memo reveals. See p. 56. Of course, it was nothing new that wound ballistics experts could not accept as fact that 399 had struck a wrist; it is common knowledge and experience that even jacketed bullets do not cause such substantial bone damage and suffer no distortion. All the expert testimony before the Commission was to this effect. But consider what this conference says of the Commission's investigation: —Dr. Dolce. who "was very strongly of the opinion" that 399 "could not have" caused the wrist wound, was never called to testify before the Commission. The Re-port and the ;mblished evidence are silent about Ida strong dieeent from this finding essential to the government's cave; 

--ler. Light, who agreed with Dr. Dolce, did testify before the Comndsmion but wee never asked why he felt 399 could not have wounded the wrist. In respcoue to Specter's hypothetical question, 'r. Light indicated that the passage of a single bullet throughthe two victims was a possibility hewed on the circumstances outlined by Specter (e. g., that 399 ens found on Co:molly's stretcher!). Specter even ham the audacity to ask Light, And what about that whole bullet 099.1 leads you to believe that the one bullet caused the President's neck wound and all of the wounds on Governor Connally?" light's reply was polite but (inn: "Nothing about thut bullet. Mainly the position in which they were seated in the automobile." (51195). 'Thus Dr. light'e expert opi,dou was kept carefully kept out of the record: 
--pr. Olivier's tests, in anticipation of which he withheld an opinion at this conference, produced nothing but mangled, distorted bullets (CE's 853. 556, 857). Specter never asked Olivier if 399 could have done what the official theory demands and emerged in such perfect condition; 

was done to investigete the suggestion of the wound ballistics experts that Connally might have been hit by 2 separate bullets, a possibility incompatible with the lone assassin finding. Particularly helpful in this area might'have been the spectrographic wad MA tests as irefully kept out of the record. This memo takes criticism of Specter's Commission work out of the realm of "Monday morning quarterbacking." Specter knew  the fetal flaws in his theory at the very time ha was trying to build a reeved in support or that theory; he knew whet scientific tests had to be delta, which experts bed be be called. He ignored the flaws, ignored the tests and ignored the experts and devised a solution to the crime he luau to know was impossible. 
And cnn it be regarded as anything less titan culpable that, with a record like this, aspe:Jelly a suppressed memo of a secret couference like this, the authors of the Report could write: "All the evidence indicated that the bullet found on the Governor's stretcher could have caused all his wounde7 (R95). 
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